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Schorr - model and prototype builder relies on high tech in
milling and extraction

Schorr - a traditional company located near Stuttgart produces 
large plastics/metal components for the automotive / aviation 
industry with a new Zimmermann Portal milling machine. Oc-
casionally the machine releases dusts and chips, as well as 
oil mist. Keller Lufttechnik's extraction system with its practi-
cal combi-filter cartridges FLEXI-P is up to the task.

Schorr GmbH produces large plactic / metal components for autom otive
and aviation industries by using a Zimmermann portal milling machine

Schorr GmbH in D-Bietigheim near Stuttgart specializes in model ma-
king, gauge production and prototype building. "We are a supplier for 
the automotive/aviation industry, and deliver, among other items, mil-
led parts for the building of prototypes. This means that a part is pro-
duced only once", according to Stefan Meyle, Operations Manager at 
Schorr. "However, the same precision and high degree of automation 
during production is required as for series production."

"We work faster wit better accuracy"
Schorr uses a CNC portal milling machine model FZ40 manufactured 
by Zimmermann, D-Neuhausen. "Our FZ40c is very stable because of a 

reinforced base plate and 8 additional mounting mechanisms. As a 
result, vibrations during milling are minimized and workpieces of the 
highest accuracy can be produced",  says Marcus Lengerer, Marketing 
Manager at Zimmermann GmbH.  Stefan Meyle concurs, "The fortified 
machine increases  both the efficiency of our machining processes  
and the quality of the components. As a result, we are faster and more 
accurate." Also contributing was the extraction system from Keller 
Lufttechnik that was recommended by Zimmermann and delivered 
along with the milling machine >
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The extraction improves the processing quality
"We  machine at a very high power output of 60 kilowatts, so we si-
multaneously create heat. The heat could theoretically heat up the 
work station and affect the accuracy of the machine", the Works Ma-
nager explains. "However, the extraction system not only continuous-
ly removes dust, coolant mist and chips, but also the heat generated 
during the manufacturing process."

The challenge: Different air pollutants
The specialized conditions in model making pose a challenge for en-
gineers in the air pollution control technology. Any part produced by 
a milling machine is  unique.  Sometimes it is made of carbon fiber 
reinforced plastics, sometimes of Ureol (a polyurethane model cas-
ting material), and sometimes made of aluminum or other metals. 
Sometimes very fine dust is created, and sometimes the coolants 
evaporate to form aerosol mists. "The standard solution to date for 
those emission requirements was the installation of two filtration 
systems: a dry filter and an aerosol filter" says Torsten Grüner, Team 
Manager at Keller Lufttechnik. But our specialists now offer a more 
practical solution. "Thanks to our FLEXI-P cartridge, the milling machi-
ne at Schorr only needs one dry filtration system. FLEXI-P is a combi-
filter consisting of dual layers - a polyester felt layer for the separati-
on of dust and chips, and an inner finely woven material that removes 
aerosols from the air.

Thanks to FLEXI-P, the milling machine at Shorr requires
only one dry filtration system

"An ideal solution".
This process is functional and suitable for daily use, Stefan Meyle states.

As an additional advantage, the FLEXI-P solution requires less plant floor 
space. >

„In  the past, if we had chosen a single 
extraction technology, it would have 
been only a question of time before the 
first filter stage was ruined by us.“
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Stefan Meyle, Operations Manager at Schorr,
is satisfied with the new extraction system:
"It always operates, despite the presence of
dust and chips, or oil mist."

Spark detector ProSens prevents explosions and fires
"Schorr is additionally saving floor space as the company doesn't 
have to establish explosion protection zones around the filter 
system", Torsten Grüner says. "The automatic dedusting of the 
filter where an explosive environment may occur, happens during 
system downtime. However, if an igniting spark enters the sys-
tem, the spark detector ProSens triggers an alarm, halts the de-
dusting process, and eliminates the risk of an explosion." To pre-
vent a possible fire, the operator is informed with the alarm sig-
nal to employ preventive manual extinguishing. Consequently, it 
is sufficient to use an argon extinguisher attached to the system 
and douse the separator with an extinguishing gas.

Reliable duo
The portal milling machine FZ40c combined with the Keller dry fil-
tration system with FLEXI-P cartridges form an ideal duo. The ad-
vertised pledge of the machine manufacturer is: "A Zimmermann 
will never let you down." Whether "never" proves true, Stefan 
Meyle cannot yet say. Two years ago, his company invested in the 
predecessor of the newly purchased FZ40c with the same identical 
extraction technology. "In fact, the system did not let us down du-
ring that time. We are completely satisfied", he says. <

In the event an ignited spark enters the extraction 
system, the spark detector ProSens triggers an alarm, 
halts the dedusting process, and thereby prevents an 
explosion. 

Contact: Torsten Grüner
Phone: +49 7021 574-325
torsten.gruener@keller-lufttechnik.de


